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The high-resolution spectra of AsH3 in the 8130–8340 cm01 region, which were assigned to the (310; A1) , and
(310; E1) , and the (310; E2) local mode combination bands, have been recorded at a resolution of 0.01 cm01 and
rotationally analyzed. The spectroscopic parameters were obtained by least-squares fitting. The rotational energy levels
were fitted for the (310; A1) state (21 levels in all) up to J Å 5, for the (310; E2) state (43 levels in all) up to J Å 7,
and for the (310; E1) state (43 levels in all) up to J Å 5. The complication of the rotational structure indicates rotational
perturbation. q 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION 2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The rotational energy level structure of the vibrational–
AsH3 with a stated purity of 99.99% was purchased fromrotational spectra of small symmetric molecules has been

the Nanjing Special Gas Company. The high-resolutionthe subject of great interest in recent years due to its unusual
spectrum was recorded at room temperature on a Bruker IFSfeatures near the local mode limit. As good examples for
120 HR Fourier transform spectrometer, which was equippedthe exploration of local mode behavior of symmetric top
with a CaF2 beamsplitter, an InSb detector, and a tungstenmolecules, the pyramid-type molecules X H3 (X Å N, P, As,
halogen source. A White-type multipass cell with a 105-mSb) have been extensively studied. Coy and Lehmann stud-
effective path length was used. Because of the wide rangeied the five- and six-quanta overtone of NH3 (1) . The spectra
of the spectra to be measured, no optical filter was used butwere found to be complicated owing to the coupling between
electronic filters were employed. The sample pressure wasstretching and bending vibrational modes. Fermi resonance
13 Torr. The unapodized resolution is 0.01 cm01 . (The esti-is also discussed for PH3 (2) . However, AsH3 and SbH3 are
mated Doppler width of AsH3 at room temperature is 0.01the better molecules to study not only because they are closer
cm01 near 8000 cm01 .) Ninety separate spectra were ob-to the local mode limit but also because their bending funda-
tained, each resulting from 25 coadded scans. Then the 90mentals are significantly lower than half of the stretching
spectra, which amount to 2250 scans in all, were averagedmodes. Vibrational analysis was carried out for AsH3 and
point by point to improve the SNR. The accuracy of the lineSbH3 with a simple local mode model (3) . Rotational analy-
position was estimated as 0.005 cm01 .sis has been performed for the SbH3 (200) (4) , (300) (5) ,

The band from 8130 to 8340 cm01 was assigned to theand (400) (6) bands and for the AsH3 (200) (7) , (300) (8) ,
(310) combination band, which consists of the (310; A1)and (400) (9) bands. The striking phenomenon of rotational
band, the (310; E2) band, and the (310; E1) band, accordingrequantization and symmetry reduction at the local mode
to local mode vibrational analysis (3) . Here the (310; E2)limit was demonstrated clearly in the AsH3 (400) bands (9) .
label denotes the E band, the band center of which is high,However, the vibrational–rotational spectra of the (600)
while the (310; E1) label denotes the other E bands, the bandband of AsH3 were found to be perturbed (10) .
center of which is low. Parts of the spectrum of theRecently, high-resolution spectra from 5900 to 11 500
(310; A1) , (310; E1) , and (310; E2) bands are illustrated incm01 of AsH3 have been recorded and rotationally analyzed
Fig. 1. The label Gv :J 9K 9G 9r R Gv :J *K *G *r denotes the tran-in our laboratory. Here we present a detailed rotational analy-
sition from the ground level to the upper level, where Gv issis of the (310) local mode combination band of AsH3.
the vibrational symmetry and Gr is the vibrational–rotational
symmetry.1 Laboratory of Molecular Spectroscopy, Physics Department, Tomsk

The calibration was carried out by comparing the residualState University, Tomsk 634050, Russia.
2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. H2O lines with the data of Ref. (11) .
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FIG. 1. Parts of the spectrum of the (310; A1) , (310; E1) , and (310; E2) bands. The label Gv :J *K *G *r – Gv :J 9K 9G 9r denotes the transition from the
ground level (double primed) to the upper level (single primed), where Gv is the vibrational symmetry and Gr is the vibrational–rotational symmetry.
It can be seen that the (310; A1) band and the (310; E2) band are strong in intensity while the (310; E1) band is weak. (a) R(1) of the (310; A1) region;
(b) R(2) of the (310; A1) region; (c) R(3) of the (310; A1) region; (d) R(4) of the (310; A1) region. It can be seen that the vibrational–rotational bands
of (310; E1) and (310; E2) are shifted to higher energy, so that the R(J) of (310; E1) and (310; E2) are located in same region of R(J / 1) of (310; A1) .

3. VIBRATIONAL–ROTATIONAL ASSIGNMENT band is weak. The transitions were assigned by the ground
state combination difference method (GSCD). The energy

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the (310; A1) band and the levels of the ground state are obtained from Ref. (12) . The
spectroscopic parameters were obtained by least-squares fit-(310; E2) band are strong in intensity while the (310; E1)
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FIG. 1—Continued

ting, and the upper state energy levels were obtained from 45 transitions were assigned. Combination differences with
three allowed transitions (from the P , Q , and R branches)the assigned lines (Tables 2 and 3).

The spectrum is complicated due to perturbation and the can be found with certainty for most of the upper level of
the (310; A1) band. A few transitions of Dk Å 3 were alsoK structure is destroyed when J ú 4 for the (310; A1) band.

Lines found by combination differences are too far away in found. However, it is much different in the case of the
(310; E2) band, in which 94 transitions were assigned. Thefrequency. The K structure of the (310; E1) and (310; E2)

bands cannot be observed at all. For the (310; A1) band, combination differences with three allowed transitions (from
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TABLE 1
Fitting Spectroscopic Parameters of the (310) Band of AsH3

the P , Q , and R branches) cannot be found for many of the transitions of the (310; E2) band are strong compared with
the transitions normally allowed. When J is higher, it isupper levels; instead, only two allowed transitions (from the

P , Q , and R branches) are found. Forbidden transitions of difficult to determine the correct combination from many
pairs of lines which satisfy the combination difference be-Dk Å 0, 2, and 3 are found at the same time. There were

72 transitions of the (310; E1) band assigned, and in this cause of the high density of lines in the Q branch.
The spectroscopic parameters which were obtained bycase only a few combination differences with three allowed

transitions could be found; instead, only one or two branches least-squares fitting are listed in Table 1. Table 2 lists the
calculated and observed rotational energy levels for theof three allowed transitions (from the P , Q , and R branches)
(310; A1) state (21 levels in all) up to J Å 5 and for theand/or forbidden transitions are found for most of the upper
(310; E2) state (43 levels in all) up to J Å 7, and Table 3levels.
lists the energy levels for the (310; E1) state (43 levels inWe first assigned the low J energy level with k Å 0 and
all) up to J Å 5. The number of transitions used in thek Å 1, which was fitted to a simple Hamiltonian involving
GSCD method for every energy level is given in the lastonly n, B , and C parameters. Then these parameters were
column.used to predict additional upper energy levels which were

The standard deviation of the fit is 0.04 cm01 for thecompared with the observed levels. Then we assigned more
(310; A1) and (310; E2) bands, and 0.02 cm01 for the (310; E1)lines, which are fitted to give rise to more higher order
band, which is satisfactory compared with the experimentalparameters. The steps were repeated until the transitions
uncertainty of 0.01 cm01 . Some high-order parameters, e.g.,were assigned up to J Å 5 for the (310; A1) band, and up
BjV, Bj (J) , and axx , were constrained to zero in the fitting.to J Å 7 for both the (310; E2) band and the (310; E1) band.
Without further physical information, it is difficult to deter-For some upper levels, because no combination difference
mine which parameters should be constrained.can be found at all, we used the calculated value to assign

the observed transitions. When J is higher than 4 for the
(310; E2) and the (310; E1) states, it is difficult to assign 4. THE VIBRATIONAL–ROTATIONAL
the J and K quantum numbers for some upper energy levels MATRIX ELEMENTS
due to the mixing of the wavefunctions.

It is interesting to find that the intensities of some forbid- In our fitting, we took the coupling between the rovibra-
tional levels of the (310; A1) band and the (310; E2) bandden transitions of the (310; E1) band and a few forbidden
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TABLE 2 into account while we fitted the (310; E1) band indepen-
Energy Levels (cm01 ) of the 310; A1 State dently. The least-squares fit was performed with a model in

and the 310; E2 State of AsH3 which the A1 and E vibrational states were treated simultane-
ously because of the strong vibrational–rotational interac-
tions.

The diagonal matrix elements for the A state take the
customary form

Hs Å »£; JkÉHÉ£; Jk… Å Gs / Bs[J(J / 1) 0 k 2]

/ Csk
2 0 D s

JJ 2(J / 1)2 [1]

0 D s
JKJ(J / 1)k 2 0 D s

Kk 4 / rrr.

The corresponding expression for the E state takes the form

Ht Å »£l ; JkÉHÉ£l ; Jk… Å Gt / Bt[J(J / 1) 0 k 2]

[2]

/ Ctk
2 0 2(Cz)tkl 0 D t

JJ 2(J / 1)2

0 D t
JKJ(J / 1)k 2 0 D t

Kk 4 / h t
JJ(J / 1)kl

/ h t
Kk 3 / h t

JJJ 2(J / 1)2kl

/ h t
JKJ(J / 1)k 3l / h t

kkk 5lrrr.

For the off-diagonal parameters, we consider the resonance
of the H22 term given below,

»310E/ ; Jk / 2ÉHÉ310E0 ; Jk…

Å 1
2

{qeff / qJ
eff J(J / 1)}F(J , k)F(J , k / 1), [3]

»310E0 ; Jk / 1ÉHÉ310E/ ; Jk…

Å 2reff (2k / 1)F(J , k) , [4]

and

»310E/ ; Jk / 1ÉHÉ310A1 ; Jk…

Å »310A1 ; Jk / 1ÉHÉ310E0 ; Jk…

Å 1

2
√
2

{a zx
eff (2k / 1) / a zxJ

eff J(J / 1)(2k / 1)
[5]

/ a zxk
eff [k 3 / (k / 1)3]}F(J , k) ,

where F(J , k) Å
√

J(J / 1) 0 k(k / 1) .
All the other off-diagonal resonance terms cannot be fitted

well and are excluded from the present study.

5. THE VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS

The stretching potential surface of AsH3 has been opti-
mized in Ref. (3) using a local mode model, the anharmoni-
cally coupled anharmonic oscillators (ACAO) model. In this
earlier work, only eight stretching band centers, most of
which are from medium-resolution work, were used as input
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TABLE 3
Energy Levels (cm01 ) of the 310; E1 State of AsH3

data. Recently we have carried out a series of high-resolution by 3.6 cm01 . The reason for this discrepancy is that the
least-squares fitting of Ref. (3) uses only two local modespectroscopic studies of AsH3 stretching bands from £ Å 2

up to 6. We found that the observed local mode combination combination bands with a 10 times larger uncertainty than
the fundamentals. Hence it is worthwhile to repeat this fittingband centers are always smaller than the calculations in Ref.

(3) . For example, the observed (310; A1) band center is by including the new high-resolution data. As can be seen
below, the fitting results agree better with the observationsmaller than the calculated values (see Table 5 of Ref. (3))
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TABLE 4
Observed and Calculated Stretching Band Centers of AsH3 (in cm01 ) a

a All the observed data are given equal weights in the fitting except for the 500 and 600 bands.
b Not included in the fitting due to perturbations.

of the local mode combination bands. For example, the 3.6 parameters are required: the two parameters De and a of the
Morse oscillators and the parameter of the potential cou-cm01 difference mentioned above has been reduced to 1.1

and 1.3 cm01 for potential models I and II, respectively. pling, which is assumed to be of the form frr =rr * (potential
model I) or of the form frr =yy * with y being the MorseThe ACAO model used in the fitting has been detailed in

Ref. (3) . Briefly, the AsH3 molecule is considered as a set variable y Å 1 0 exp(0ar) (potential model II) . In practical
calculation, the maximum total vibrational quantum numberof three Morse oscillators coupled to one another by kinetic

and potential coupling terms in the ACAO model. Only three is set to 12, and the valence angle is set to its equilibrium
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TABLE 5 the (310) band systems. Hence the predictions of H22-type
Stretching Potential Energy Parameters for Arsine a constants are not listed. These discrepancies are probably

due to the rotational perturbations not considered in the pres-
ent fitting. Particularly the perturbation due to the (210 /
2n{2

4 ) band is considered important.
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a Uncertainties in parentheses are one standard error in the last figure
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